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[Futura is my go to font. If I need to design some-

thing fast, Futura is my first font choice. I love how in
Condensed Extrabold the font stands tall and is able
to be bold while still keeping its fun flair in both lower and uppercase. Medium Condensed also stands
tall but isn’t that great for larger headlines and is
alright for copy text. I also love how Medium can be
an affective font for copy text and looks sharp in uppercase headlines. I can take or leave Medium Italic
because honestly its not much different than medium
except for that it has a bit of a tilted attitude. Although I do love this font family, sometimes it really
bothers me that some of the pointy edges don’t align
and can really mess up a font based design or logo.
Even thought I love Futura, sometimes I hate it.

]

In typography, Futura is a geometric sans-serif typeface designed
in 1927 by Paul Renner. It is based on geometric shapes that became representative visual elements of the Bauhaus design style
of 1919–1933. Futura was commercially released in 1927. The
family was originally published in Light, Medium, Bold, and Bold
Oblique fonts in 1928.
Futura’s success spawned a range of new geometric sans-serif
typefaces from competing foundries, and remains one of the most
used sans-serif types into the twenty-first century. Futura remains
an important typeface family and is used on a daily basis for
print and digital purposes as both a headline and body font. The
font is also used extensively in advertisements and logos, notably
by IKEA, Volkswagen, Shell Petrol and HP in their print ads.For
example, the font is used for the title logo of the 1999 film American Beauty. It was also used in other TV shows like Doug, Lost,
Warehouse 13, etc. Futura also features ubiquitously throughout
the film adaptation of V for Vendetta, used for everything from
the title logo and ending credits, to signs, newspapers, computer
screens and other props. Wes Anderson is also fond of the font
and has used it for all of his films. Futura was also Stanley Kubrick’s favourite font. In 1997, the Pittsburgh Steelers switched to
rounded numbers on the jersey to match the number font (Futura
Condensed) on their helmets logo. The Boston Celtics’ championship banners are also in Futura Condensed.
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[My bitmap font (sketched, left center and right,

breaking down) relies heavily on white space. I
recreated a font that looked similar to this but was
only in lowercase and was a straight forward view.
I started with the letters in my name then expanded
out. The letters were not too hard to make with the
exception of the letter R. I was hard converting the
some what curviness of the letter into a block format. O’s and U’s were the eaiset to make. When you
stare at the letters long enough your eye fills in the
missing lines forming a 3D looking letter.

]

A bitmap font is one that stores each glyph as an array of pixels.
It is less commonly known as a raster font. Bitmap fonts are simply
collections of raster images of glyphs. For each variant of the font,
there is a complete set of glyph images, with each set containing
an image for each character.
Advantages of bitmap fonts include, Extremely fast and simple
to render, Unscaled bitmap fonts always give exactly the same
output, Easier to create than other kinds.
The primary disadvantage of bitmap fonts is that the visual quality
tends to be poor when scaled or otherwise transformed, compared to outline and stroke fonts, and providing many optimized
and purpose-made sizes of the same font dramatically increases
memory usage. The earliest bitmap fonts were only available in
certain optimized sizes such as 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 36, 48,
72, and 96 points, with custom fonts often available in only one
specific size, such as a headline font at only 72 points.
The limited processing power and memory of early computer systems forced exclusive use of bitmap fonts. Improvements in hardware have allowed them to be replaced with outline or stroke
fonts in cases where arbitrary scaling is desirable, but bitmap
fonts are still in common use in embedded systems and other places where speed and simplicity are considered important.

Who knew that your
summer travel buddies
could be your worst nightmare

Bitmap fonts are used in the Linux console, the Windows recovery console, and embedded systems. Older dot matrix printers
used bitmap fonts; often stored in the memory of the printer and
addressed by the computer’s print driver. Bitmap fonts may be
used in cross-stitch. To draw a string using a bitmap font, means
to successively output bitmaps of each character that the string
comprises, performing per-character indentation.
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“Print situates words in space more
relentlessly than writing ever did.
Writing moves words from the sound
world to a world of visual space,
but print locks words into position
in this space. Control of position is
everything in print. Printed texts look

A persistent anxiety that one has selected the wrong typeface. This condition is often paired with
okd (optical kerning disorder), the need to constantly adjust and readjust the spaces between letters. Typothermia The promiscuous refusal to make a lifelong commitment to a single typeface—or
even to five or six, as some doctors recommend. The typothermiac is constantly tempted to test drive
“hot” new fonts, often without a proper license. Ellen Lupton, Thinking with Type, 2nd revised and
expanded edition: A Critical Guide for Designers, Writers, Editors, & Students (Design Briefs) (New
York, Princeton Press, 2004, 2010)

machine-made, as they are. In handwriting, control of space tends to be
ornamental, ornate, as in calligra-

According to Scrojo (http://www.scrojo.com/), a promotional poster should answer three

phy. Typographic control typically im-

questions:Why? When? Where? All remaining information is subordinate. Unless restricted from

presses most by its tidiness and invis-

doing so, consider adding information of your own to support or elaborate upon the primary ques-

ibility: the lines perfectly regular, all

tion—why? This is where research is needed. Both textual and visual solutions need to be explored

justified on the right side, everything

to build a unified design, a unified whole that is bigger than the sum of its parts. The existing fan is

coming out even visually, and without

already sold. The goal of the poster (commercially) is to grab a potential fan who comes to the event

the aid of guidelines or ruled bor-

based solely on the poster!

ders that often occur in manuscripts.
This is an insistent world of cold, nonhuman, facts.”Quote adapted from
Walter Ong, Orality and Literacy:

Various forms of dysfunction appear among populations exposed to typography for long periods of

The Technologizing of the Word (Lon-

time. Listed here are a number of frequently observed afflictions. Typophilia An excessive attachment

don and New York: Methuen, 1982)

to and fascination with the shape of letters, often to the exclusion of other interests and object choices.
Typophiliacs usually die penniless and alone. Typophobia The irrational dislike of letterforms, often
marked by a preference for icons, dingbats, and—in fatal cases—bullets and daggers. The fears of
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the typophobe can often be quieted (but not cured) by steady doses of Helvetica and Times Roman.

“Nothing is original. Steal from anywhere that resonates with inspiration or fuels your
imagination. Devour old films, new films, music, books, paintings, photographs, poems,
dreams, random conversations, architecture, bridges, street signs, trees, clouds, bodies of water, light and shadows. Select only things to steal from that speak directly
to your soul. If you do this, your work (and theft) will be authentic.” – Jim Jarmusch
As virtually no design is accepted by the client without at least a few changes, sometimes it’s okay to use that to your advantage.
Go ahead and add supportive text or remove what you may consider to be extraneous. The client may like your words better than
his or her own. Use the proofing process to your advantage.

Establish a hierarchy. Rank groupings into order of importance—what you wish to be read first, then second, and so on. Don’t let
the given order of importance influence you overly. You may wish to emphasize a different order, based on logic or aesthetics of
your own. Copy/paste each line of text into its own text box so it may be moved around and stylized independently. Ranking now
saves time later.

Create subsets within the rankings. (i.e. “Organized By,” can be significantly less emphasized than, “University Global Affairs
Committee.”) Although ranked the same, the identifier is not as important as the proper noun, but must remain clustered to make
logical sense.
Subdivide text groupings with line breaks into smaller units and remove extraneous punctuation and conjunctions. Simplify text
wherever possible. (you can add these items back in later, if necessary)

What your client likes and expects plays a big part in what you choose to emphasize. Sometimes you are given broad creative
license, sometimes not. Either way, a strong visual path of information hierarchy is essential to effective communication.

James Howard Miller,
hierarchy lecture
Spring 2011
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A

SPELLING

[The biggest type crime usually comes down to spell-

ing. Grammar and I don’t get along very well. One
of my biggest flaws is that I am a horrible speller.
Even with spell check I still can not spell properly.
I add ʻS when I shouldn’t. I occasionally leave out
letters in words. I also forget that, I comes before
except after C. In the colophon of my high school
yearbook I misspelled editor in chief and put editer
in cheif instead. I also can’t remember how to spell
something once it has been corrected.

]

Top 5 common misused words on the internet, signs, blogs, paper
work, etc.
1. Your - You’re
As mentioned above, your message might lose impact if you’re
not paying attention to this number one word maltreatment. If
you find it particularly difficult to separate them from each other,
stop using ʻyou’re’ altogether and notice how you are starting to
improve your spelling.
2. Then - Than
The next step is then to tell yourself that it’s better late than never
to get that vowel placement in order. Then your readers might
find something more useful to comment on than your apparent
spelling impediment.
3. Its - it’s
It’s best to write an article and its words properly for optimal
reader engagement. Again, if you still fail to tell the difference
without effort, just write how great it is not having to worry about
misusing or misspelling words.
4. To - Too - Two
To write two posts per day, or not to write two posts per day. That
too is the question.

T R AG E DY
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5. Were - Where - We’re
Where in the world were you? We were at Billy’s and we’re staying for another day. Make sure your blog visitors do that too.

OH THE HORER
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my personal logo

You can learn a lot about me from my personal logo. My favorite color combination is red, white, and black.
I really love how the color complement each other subtly Futura is my first choice for font as stated on page
2 . My favorite effect is drop shadow. Even though it’s a very easy effect, I feel it can bring a crisp and clean
design to an amazing level if used correctly. Another part of my logo that means a lot to me is the mosaic bar in the background. Three years ago, I was design editor of my high school yearbook and I pitched
this entire theme based on mosaics and mosaic tilling. No one really thought the idea would take off or be
interesting enough for people to buy but, buy the end of the year the yearbook won several pacemaker
nominations for design, four wins at the Del Mar fair, and we ended up selling 3000 books. I feel its good
to remember where my interest for graphic design started and I wanted to express that feeling in my logo.
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[Although I am unable to find all of the logos I have

done I have actually designed a lot. I love the idea
of being able to design a logo that is highly recognized and remains popular for years. I know it
is highly unlikley but, I want to design a logo one
day that compares to the popularity of the Golden
Arches or the MLB Logo.

]

Icons are also used to communicate, but with pictures
instead of words. The dictionary definition of “icon”
is “image or likeness”. Thus, logo is to “word” as
icon is to “picture” yet in the modern world of product identification, the distinction between the two is
sort of cloudy; many well-known logos combine a
tag line/motto and a picture with the corporate or
product name in the logo. Other logos are clearly
just words - the company name with no pictures.
Maybe what we need is a new word to define the
crossbred creation - a “locon” or “logon”?
Until that comes to pass, let’s stick with logo, even
though many well-known logos are combinations of
words and pictures. What is important about logo
history is what has happened in this century - the universal adaptation of the logo as a key element used
in the identification and advertising of a product or
service.
Some logos are so powerful they become universally known as symbols of a complete profession.
Any doctor’s office will turn up a host of papers and
other medical items imprinted with the symbol of a
snake entwined around a staff - the caduceus. The
medical community uses this logo to identify itself
and every layman recognizes it.
Various religions use logos to reach their flocks. The
cross, the Star of David are symbols of two of the
major sects.
In the secular world, however, logos have grown
so ubiquitously, that children in the new generation
can identify popular logos even before they have
learned to talk. What little child doesn’t immediately
recognize the Golden Arches of McDonald’s?
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“TIVOLI AUDIO is a world leader in the design and
manufacture of table radios. The company was founded in 2000 with the goal of bringing beautifully designed, simple-to-use, high quality audio products to
the consumer. for the past 10 years, TIVOLI AUDIO
has become world renowned by introducing some of
the finest and highly acclaimed audio products ever
made.
From the beginning, exceptional design has defined
the brand so in honor of its 10th anniversary, TIVOLI
AUDIO is inviting designers, illustrators, and photographers from around the world to participate in a special
International competition celebrating the design, creativity and success of the audio company.
you are asked to prepare a poster to celebrate TIVOLI
AUDIO’s 10th anniversary, using the medium of your
choice: illustration, photography, painted, hand drawn
or computer aided etc. All entries need to include an
image of the new 1 - TIVOLI AUDIO MODEL 10 radio,
2 - the TIVOLI AUDIO LOGO and 3 - the TIVOLI AUDIO
LOGO 10TH ANNIVERSARY in your poster design.”

This was the first graphic design competition
I had ever entered and to be “shortlisted”
out of thousands of entries from all across
the world was pretty awesome. This competition allowed me to grow as an artist and
pushed me to be a better graphic designer.
-Morgan Riley Hall
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